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Understanding Feral Cats
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What Is A Feral Cat?
A feral cat as a free-roaming cat that is born and raised in the wild. Feral cats have
had no contact with people, which they fear.
A stray cat is a pet cat that has been abandoned or lost and has reverted back to its
“wild” instinctual self in order to survive. These cats have also been referred to as
alley cats, street cats, or outside cats. Spay and Neuter is so important to halt the
cycle of reproduction and eliminate the nuisance behaviors associated with mating
and fighting for territory.
Feral cats deserve to be treated humanely and be given a good quality of life, to be
aided in their survival with shelter, food and water.

Typical Feral Cat Fighting for Territory - Just Trying to Survive
They have become victims of society, castaways by human beings as having no value.
Nothing could be further from the truth, these cats have great value. The reason
there are so many of these loving creatures around, is the fact that human beings
haven't taken the responsibility for them in the first place.
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The feral cat population wouldn't exist if all house cats were sterilized. Everyone has
the same thing to say, “Well they don't belong to me” or “they're not mine”. If you
begin to feed them, you must take responsibility for them, you must keep feeding
them on a regular bases. If not altered, they will reproduce at an alarming rate
(inbreeding) and become sickly and die horrible agonizing deaths. Almost half of the
kittens will not survive.
The facts about female (queens) cats and reproduction is quite simple. She calls the
shots and “selects her mates”. When she goes into heat, her vocal, physical postures
and pheromones may attract many Toms who may fight for her, but she is not obliged
to mate with the winner, she will choose a mate of her choice and liking.
Getting feral cats spay or neutered prevents them from reproducing, helping to stop
the rising cat overpopulation, the cats will form a colony which will keep other cats
away. They will be healthier and have fewer risks for illness. This can help the
quality of life for the cats, help reduce the number of cats around your area, and
reduce the spread of disease and the number of cat deaths. Please Spay and Neuter.
The cats are doing what comes naturally to them. They are just trying to survive
looking for food, water and shelter. Needing a home because they have been left to
fend for themselves. Most often abandoned or born in the wild to no fault of their
own. Only we can help prevent this epidemic, Spay and Neuter is the answer.
A young cat can become fertile at the early age of 6 months. Depending on the
outdoor temperature, can have up to 3 litters of babies a year. Having any where
from 3 to 6 kittens in a litter. When none of the cats are neutered or spay, leaving all
the cats to continue reproducing and adding to the growing cat population. One
female cat has the ability to produce roughly 100 kittens in seven years. This high rate
of reproduction is why there are cats everywhere. The females will stay in their
reproductive cycle until they are bred. Male intact cats (Toms) will roam for many
miles to complete the task of making sure every female cat gets bred. If no males are
available (usually not the case) the fertile female cat will go out looking for that
perspective mate. This is natural instinctual behavior for both male and female.
There is no recognition of a sense of siblings within the cat family. Mother will mate
with son, son and daughter will mate, no discretion here. It's not disgusting, just a
fact of life. There will be more cats and kittens than you will know what to deal with.
Many other good reasons for the cats to be altered, it stops many cat nuisance
behaviors. The cats will participate in excessive fighting, whether it be territorial,
food-related or over a female cat, etc. This can lead to injuries, infection, diseases
and often death. Another behavior that is common among intact cats is spraying their
urine on structures around your property to mark their territory, letting other cats
know they are there and are not welcome. It is a fact that when cats are spay or
neutered, there is a decrease in these types of behaviors, making living among the
cats much more pleasant for all. An altered cat is likely to be a calmer, healthier,
more content animal. Studies show that spay and neutered cats have average life
expectancies twice as long as those of unspayed and unneutered cats.
That’s why the most responsible and important thing to do is to SPAY and/or NEUTER!
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There are so many myths out there about Feral Cats, lets clear some up:
The cats are vicious and will attack:
These outdoor cats are not vicious and certainly will not attack a human being. One
very good reason is that they are terrified of people. The only thing they will attack
would be something to eat, mice or other wild prey. They are victims of human
beings not being responsible people. They are left to fend for themselves with no
where to live. Left in the wild, when they reproduce, their kittens then become feral
(never touched by a human being), and so on and so on. Spay and neutering will end
this inevitable cycle.
Feral cats are suffering when they are living outdoors:
This is indeed false. Just like any other animal, cats are born with instinctual survival
skills and can live comfortably in the outdoors. They must have shelter, food and
water. Cats will adapt to their environment and do their best to survive. I’m not
talking about the average house cat that gets thrown outside. The house cat will not
know what to do about survival outside. When they have been taken care of their
whole life their instinctual survival skills have been domesticated. Thats why people
think a cat can survive outdoors without any problem, not true. I won't mention the
cats that are declawed and have developed behavioral problems…….they are usually
the first to be put outside. Totally defenseless and vulnerable.
Stop feeding the cats is the solution:
People think if you take the food away, then the cats will go away. That is extremely
false. Just because a food source is taken away and not readily available does not
mean the cats will go away, they will look for the closest food source to the previous
one. When food sources are scarce, the cats tend to move closer to human
habitations, as they grow hungrier in hopes of finding scraps of food anywhere. Cats
will also continue to breed despite the lack of food.
Simple cat relocation doesn't solve the problem:
It is common to think that the solution to a cat overpopulation problem is to simply
relocate the cats, or get rid of them, sometimes they are shot and killed, thinking
that its all over with. Sure, these methods will get rid of the cats temporally, this
method is extremely counterproductive, and cruel. Once cats are eradicated from an
area, this opens up a spot among the community for another colony to come in and
take its place. This method does not provide a solution to the overpopulation problem
and could cause more breeding in other areas to which the cats were relocated,
unless killed. There are always other cats ready to fill the spot if they see an
opening. It is called the vacuum effect. It is a no win situation for the cats and the
human beings. Relocating cats most often never works, the cats will want to return
to their original feeding place, its all instinctual.
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Homeless, hungry and trying to find a home
Some feral cats are forced from there outdoor home by stronger, healthier cats that
want their territory and food source. Mating is always behind a fight, life, death or to
flee to a safer place is they're only option. They will keep looking for another place
to survive where they are accepted and has a food source and some sort of shelter
from the elements. They are usually starving, injured and desperate.
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Know the difference from a Feral vs. Stray cat
What is a Feral Cat?
A feral cat has never had any physical
contact with a human and they distrust
people and are afraid. Many people believe
that a feral cat is likely to attack. Nothing
could be further from the truth, they fear
us and can only think about getting as
quickly as they can away from us. That is
where TNR is the best option for the cats.

Feral cats who have undergone TNR, will live in
managed colonies, they can live long, healthy and
contented lives. Volunteer groups are actively
practicing TNR to help reduce the feral population
and give these cats a better quality of life. A forever
caregiver gives them food, water and shelter on a
daily schedule.

When people abuse or abandon their domesticated cats, they might run away or are
dumped. These cats may learn to live on their own and become feral and distrust
people. If these cats aren’t spayed or neutered, they produce many kittens, who
usually live their entire lives without human contact, they definitely are born feral.
Feral cats live in a group of cats called a colony. A
colony typically occupies and defends a specific area
where food, water and shelter are available. Feral cat
colonies often live near dumpsters or restaurants,
beneath porches, in barns or in abandoned buildings.
Human intervention and care is crucial to ensure their
welfare and prevent more feral cats from being born.

Trust of humans is a learned behavior for cats, not a genetic trait
Unlike other domesticated animals, cats are independently resourceful. They can
often find a food source and survive without us especially in a rural setting. In a big
city, life is much more difficult, amazingly, cats can instinctively become hunters
and/or scavengers almost instantly. Survival is the instinctual motivation.
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What is a Stray Cat?
Stray cats are cats who were once
pets but have been abandoned or
lost. Some are still very friendly and
will approach people to seek
attention. Others may appear feral
at first, but once you befriend them,
you’ll find that they enjoy human
touch and companionship. If you find
a stray cat, the best thing to do is
catch them and attempt to find their
original family. If no one claims the
cat and you can't keep them
yourself, take them to a rescue
group or shelter so they can be
adopted. When the stray cats
reproduce on the street, their
kittens can become feral in one
generation. If the mother cat trusts someone who regularly feeds them daily and the
mother cat goes to and is relaxed around people, the kittens will probably be easy to
tame and will learn from the mother to trust humans too. They should definitely be
tamed and adopted into homes.

What are Free-Roaming Cats?
Free-roaming pet cats are friendly cats
who appear well fed and groomed and are
probably pets whose caretakers allow them
outdoors and indoors. Some may even wear
collars and identification tags. If they look
healthy and they’re not bothering you, the
best thing to do for these cats is nothing.
Don’t befriend them or feed them unless
you want them coming around more often!
Just let them go about their business.
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TNR what is it?
TNR (Trap-Neuter-Return) is a life saving sterilization method designed to reduce the
numbers of feral cats, improves the lives of the cats and ends "nuisance behaviors"
like mating season yowling, fighting and the spraying of urine for territorial marking.
The urine sprayed by an intact male cat is much more potent and has a horrible smell
which can be easily detected. After being neutered, a male cat will still spray to
mark territory but not as often or not nearly as offensive smelling.
TNR is a proven program in which entire colonies of stray and feral cats are humanely
trapped, examined, receive medical care if necessary, vaccinated, spay or neutered
by veterinarians and have their ear tipped for identification purposes.

This is how you want your colony to look.

You might have seen a cat or two with a square ear? Well, ear-tipping is a technique
of painlessly removing the point off the top of a feral cat's left ear while the cat is
anesthetized for spay/neutering. Ear-tipping is the universal symbol to identify feral
cats that have been neutered, vaccinated and are receiving daily care. Ear-tipping
ensures that a sterile cat will not undergo unnecessary repeat surgery, and it also
helps volunteers to spot any new unaltered cat that arrives in a "managed" colony of
feral cats. When trapping, if you get a cat with a tipped ear you know you can just
let them go, they already have gone through the steps to being a healthier cat.
Young kittens and semi-tame cats
(which were once a house cat) should
be adopted into good homes. Adult
cats and some older kittens with a
strong will to remain wild and not
adoptable need to be returned to their
original territory to live out their lives
in protected, managed colonies and
have the lifelong care of a dedicated
person, who they depend on for their
existence. Once the male cats are
neutered the competition for mating,
food and shelter are eliminated, they
are content and live harmoniously
within their colonies. They don't
usually stray to far from their territory
which eliminates many dangers for
them.
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If their numbers are kept in
check, feral cats can live
reasonably long, healthy, and
dignified lives, in spite of the
uncertainties and the hazards.
Feral cat colonies, properly
managed, actually add a very
important role to their
community by means of rodent
control. If an unrecognizable
cat is sighted while caring for
the colony, its in everyones best
interest to get the live trap out
and have this cat altered as
well. Most cats wont be
accepted by the colony, on
occasion one or two will join without opposition from the others, thats ok, just add
one more to your list and supply more food and shelter.
TNR is a hands-on project requiring commitment from one
or more volunteer caretakers, often with help from feral
cat advocates living in the area. TNR isn't hard. But it is a
responsibility. All it takes is a little bit of education, a
little bit of free time, and a whole lot of love.
In communities where TNR is widely
embraced, feral cat numbers have dropped
significantly because it breaks the cycle of
reproduction. TNR programs operate largely
or entirely through the dedicated efforts of
committed volunteers. Once educated, the
public overwhelmingly supports TNR as the
long-term "humane solution" to feral cat
overpopulation. They will see the same
healthy, happy cats roaming around
protecting their homes from rodents. I
recommend naming the cats and keeping a
log book as to color, markings and date of
sterilization.
Follow these basic steps to join with
thousands of others across the country
working to improve the lives of stray and
feral cats. We know you may feel nervous,
but with our expert advice, you can calm your
nerves and get to work improving cats’ lives.
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Lets begin our TNR education for a successful mission:
Set a feeding schedule.
Feed the cats in a safe place at the same time every day—usually for about one to
two weeks. Use this same time when you are ready to begin trapping. Withhold
food for 24 hours before you're trapping day. It's not meant to be cruel, it will
help the cats to enter the live traps because they are hungry. (Optional tip: Put
the live traps in the open position, locked so they don't trip should a cat venture in
where you normally feed. The cats will acclimate to seeing the traps and wont be
frightened by the sight and smell of them. On trapping night, bait the trap (food
placed inside) and set the trap door to trip closed when the cat walks in to eat.
Always provide water, don't withhold like the food.
Make veterinary appointments ahead of time.
Before you're trapping night, the same day (morning) call the location you have
chosen to do the spay and neutering and make sure if you catch any cats they will
be able to take them the next morning for their surgery. Ask about what they
want you to do if you catch a lactating mother. Some vets might want you to
release her till the babies are bigger.
Let them know you may or may not be successful—you may have to call to cancel
your appointment if you're trapping evening doesn't produce any trapped cats. This
happens, they will understand, just let them know what’s happening. Treat these
people with respect, without them on your team you can’t be successful. (Steer
clear of veterinarians who do not have experience with stray and feral cats.) Let
them know this is for TNR, they may advise you where you can go if they don't
handle feral cats. The best place to start is with your local Humane Society, a lot
of them have actual TNR programs for low cost spay and neuter.
Practice, practice, practice.
Practice setting the traps ahead of time. The trap below is the typical type used.
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Prepare traps away from the trap site so you do not disturb the cats. Line the
bottom with newspaper. Place about a tablespoon of bait towards the back of the
trap, just past the trip plate, and lay a small trail of food leading to the front of
the trap.
Place the traps on level ground and go a safe distance away and watch, NEVER
leave traps set and unattended. Stay calm and have a towel ready! After a
successful capture cover the trap immediately and entirely with a large towel or
sheet before moving it to help keep the cat calm. Place the trapped cat, covered
in a quite area, like the back of your car and let them alone, they will calm down
when they feel like nothing else is going to threaten or scare them. Tempting as it
may be don't pick up the cover and look at or talk to the trapped cat, this will
frighten and stress them further. Remember they are feral and are afraid of
humans, best if you let them alone.
I always say this is the
worst part of helping
(TNR) the cats, but your
reward of releasing them
after the ordeal is over is
just around the corner.
If trapping multiple cats
in the same area, you
will have to wait till the
rest calm down, they
will return to get
something to eat. Be
patient! If done trapping
for the night, be sure to
leave food and water for
the remaining cats.
Put the trapped, still covered cat(s) in a quite, warm place till morning and take
them first thing to the place you made their appointment. Most likely you will
pick them up that evening or the next morning, every vet has their own way of
doing things. Hold the cats overnight after their surgery, covered and in a warm,
safe and quiet location.
While the cats are recovering from anesthesia, they are unable to regulate their
body temperature, try to keep them as warm as possible, place a light bulb
hanging above the covered trap, this works well (warm the cat, don't bake them).
Put plenty of news paper under the trap so you can remove it easily should the cat
relieve itself. Provide food and water when the cats are beginning to wake up by
cautiously, slowly and quietly lifting the back door of the trap by a half inch and
sliding in plastic lids with food and water. Never open the door or put your hands
inside the trap. A good rule of thumb is that cats can be returned 24 hours after
surgery, once they’re clear-eyed and alert.
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Return:
Return the cats ONLY to their original site where they were trapped. Open and lock
the trap door, slowly and quietly walk away (if the cat doesn't exit as soon as the door
is opened, let them get their bearings. They have been through a huge ordeal and
consider the cage of a somewhat safety place. They will be frightened. They will
leave in do time.
Feeding:
Now the fun begins, it might take several days till you see all of the cats return, be
patient, they will return. You (or their original caretaker) can begin caring for them
like you did before the trapping. Each time you go to care for them, you can take a
little longer and begin to talk to them, they will get used to your smell, voice and
seeing you. You will become the one person they look forward to seeing every day.

GOOD JOB, now you can ask yourself, was it all worth it?? Answer: YES, you have
saved so many unwanted births, illness, fighting and hunger.

On behalf of the cats, Thank You!. You’ve done the right thing!
Try to recruit more people to this worthwhile cause and help end the suffering they
truly don't deserve.
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Controlling feral cat overpopulation

Outdoor intact (Tom Cats) males
cover 3 to 5 miles of their trails of
previously marked territory. Daily
rounds assure the cat that his turf is
well scented by spraying urine on
vertical surfaces to tell other cats
this territory belongs to him, they
should move on, he will fight to keep
it. One very good reason to spay and
neuter the cats you see running
around your neighborhood. You can
get in touch with a TNR team and
join in helping them, its always
easier if you have help. Talk to your
local Humane Society if they know of
any groups TNR’ing in the area and
leave your name and number so they
may contact you.

Spaying and neutering to prevent unwanted litters, inbreeding and the spread of
disease. In this program called TNR, feral cats are trapped, spay or neutered, ear
tipped then released in the same area where they were trapped to keep their claimed
territory and to colonize and prevent new fertile strays from taking up residence.
Food, water and shelter must be provided to aid in the quality of their lives. They
will exist harmoniously and lead very productive lives.
Most cats running free without a caregiver feeding them, sub-stain themselves on
rodents and garbage, enduring cold and snow, heat and filth until starvation,
infection, road accidents, or attacks by dogs ends their lives. About half of the kittens
born outdoors don't live long due to illness, disease, exposure, or parasites and fleas.
We can all be part of giving these cats that didn't choose the conditions they are living
in a better quality of life.
TNR is a proven method of controlling the ever growing population of these unwanted
cats that exist everywhere in deplorable conditions to no fault of their own.
If you're not able to do TNR yourself, please support the people that are selflessly
trying to help them. Its all of our problem, support the efforts being made.
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How You Can Help Feral Cats Survive
The number one thing is to spay and neuter every cat in the colony, this will eliminate
any annoying feral behavior and make for a more peaceful environment for neighbors
and all in the surrounding the area. All Feral cats will need is food, water, shelter and a
regular caregiver so the cats will be feed on schedule on a daily basis. They will be
counting on you to show up and feed, its there only chance for surviving humanely.
Don’t forget cats don't take the day off or have holidays. Depending where you live will
determine what type of shelter and feeding station needs to be provided. Always have a
backup person in case you can't feed that day.
If you're taking care of cats in your own backyard, you wont have to worry about people
harming the cats or complaining. The biggest thing is to keep the area free from
unsightly trash, keep the area clean. Most neighbors will not even know how many cats
are living there.
Don't place the shelter and feeding stations too close together. Any left over food will
attract other unwanted wildlife and they may possibly take over the shelter as well.
Where you live will determine if having water freeze will be a concern, or insulated
shelters need to be provided.
Providing water where the temperatures get to freezing,
a heated water bowl is highly recommended. The one
shown below (left) is a very popular type, it can be
purchased in plastic also.
There is another kind of
water dish that works
from solar power shown
above (right) that is well
insulated with a top cover large enough for the cat to drink
from. This is a great alternative when no electricity is
available. Make sure it is in the sun and it will keep water from freezing all day, even
when the temperature reaches 20º.
For lower temperatures, water must be given several times a day. You can get a
styrofoam container from your vet (used to transport samples and vaccines), it will have
thick walls and will keep water from freezing as quickly (approximately 8” square x 4”
deep. Line the inside container with a plastic bag and fill with hot or warm water, add a
pinch of sugar. That will help the water from freezing as quickly, and provides an added
energy boost for the cats. Just cut at lease a 4” hole in the top, just large enough for the
cat to get a drink, but small enough to keep out some cold air.
(Sample shown (right) is demonstrating a shelter, same concept just cut hole from top
instead of side, place water in as described above).
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This is an example of a feeding station I constructed to feed only four cats. Its large enough
for them to sit in and look out during the day and still have some shelter from rain or snow.

Feeding dry food when rain and
snow is a concern should always
be kept dry, feeding a dry food
intended for kittens to the adults in
winter months will give them more
protein and will aid in keeping their
bodies warmer. Some ideas for
feeding stations are as follows:
Storage containers with access to
food that has drain holes drilled in
the bottom to keep moisture out. A
styrofoam container rotated on its
side large enough for the food to
keep dry and possibly fit in a cat from getting snow and rained on would work.

The Feral Cat Shelter:
Depending on the climate, shelter may actually be more important for survival than
even food.
A dry, wind-proof shelter can do a large part in fending off frostbite in the ears and
paws from elements such as freezing winds, fridge temperatures, snow and rain.
While feral cats typically build a thick protective coat for winter, the effectiveness of
their fur as insulation is greatly reduced as it becomes wet or frozen and can often
times result in hypothermia. A cat must have a place to get dry and keep warm.
A well built insulated shelter will do the job. Always remember to use STRAW for the
bedding. Anything else wont have the same wicking and drying effect. Any towels or
blankets will become wet from the cat entering and leaving the shelter and will
freeze. This will make the cat cold and can have serious consequences. Even paper in
sheets will not do the job, it must be STRAW, not even hay will work. It has a
tendency to get moldy and retain moisture to create unsafe breathing for the cats.
There are several ways to make an inexpensive yet very effective shelter. Here are
several examples using different materials and methods, still have a life saving result.
TIP: Having difficulty cutting the plastic? Try blowing hot air from a hairdryer on the area
where you plan to cut. This softens plastic and makes it easier to cut through.
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To make an insulated shelter for the feral/barn cat please go to “What is a feral cat part 2” there are several different examples for you to follow.
Also if you go up to the “Booklet Menu” you will find a separate Booklet to down load.
These are very detailed in-depth directions, along with complete materials list and a
step-by-step tutorial to follow using the Storage Tote (30 Gallons, Sterilite).

Building Winter Shelters
for Feral & Barn Cats

Thank You!
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